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Our work environment is rapidly changing.
With open-plan offices, co-working spaces
and multimedia, we are more connected
than ever. At the same time we are more
distracted, stressed and burned-out than
ever. We’re surrounded by noise.
All the time.
Stress has become an folks disease. Where
silence disappears, the risk of burn-out,
depression, heart diseases and Alzheimer’s
disease. Well-being, learning, remembering
and creating gets harder. Surrounded by
silence, we work more effective and we feel
more vital. With less stress, less mistakes
and less absenteeism.
The Silence CALL brings silence back to our
workspace. For more creativity, more focus.
For peace of mind. It’s time to make
a CALL for Silence.

“This is not an ordinary box
It’s a call for silence”
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Surround yourself
with silence. Discover
the Silence CALL
Discover the next generation space-in-space solutions. The Silence
CALL answers the increasing need for flexibility, activity based
working and makes room for silence.

••

••

“Silence is perhaps one of
the most underappreciated
creativity tools”
- Thomas Oppong, AllTopStartups
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••
••

The Silence CALL offers enough
flexibility to adapt the setting of your
work environment, without making
big changes.
With a sound reduction of 47 dB, the
Silence CALL is one of the best isolating
products in the market.
The high acoustic quality of the
space offers enough privacy.
A perfect match with the Ahrend
design language.

“Silence is not the absence of sound,
but the presence of space”
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Silence, down to
the last detail
Silence comes with plenty of comfort.
That means enough workspace, a place to sit
down and good ventilation. The Silence CALL
has a table in black, white or oak finish and
optionally a height adjustable stool.
Connect your device and get to work;
the Silence CALL is 100% Plug & Play.

The best acoustic
performance on
the market
Choose A-quality silence.
The composition of the Silence
CALL subdues sound down to 47
decibel. A functional solution for
uninterrupted and concentrated
working in a modern and open
space office.

Silence in over
80 colours
Style the Silence CALL to your own
preference as an add-on to your corporate
identity. Choose from more than 80 beautiful
colours in the fabrics Divina, Divina MD and
Divina Melange, all made from sustainable
materials.
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“All the time, sound around us
is affecting us, even though we
are not conscious about it”
- Julian Treasure, The Sound Agency
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Specifications
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THE OPTIONS
•• Optionally add a height adjustable
and turnable stool.
•• Table top is available in black,
white or oak finish.
•• Fabric on the outside available in
Divina, Divina MD and Divina Melange,
made from sustainable materials.

DIMENSIONS
Outside
Width: 98,8 cm
Depth: 99,7 cm
Height: 225.0 cm
2250mm

THE BASICS
•• Sensor automatically switches light
and ventilation on and off.
•• Ergonomically designed table
for the use of mobile devices.
•• 100% Plug & Play.
•• Standard electrification: 1 socket and
2 USB chargers.
•• Easy to move because of
integrated wheels.
•• Finish of the inside walls: 2 colours
soft and sound reducing felt.

Inside
Width: 81.5 cm
Depth: 89.0 cm
Height: 203.0 cm

1000mm

1000mm

“Organizations should focus on
providing workplaces that support the
requirements for privacy and focus,
as well as interaction and collaboration”
- Libby Sander, Bond University
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Colours and materials
Kvadrat Divina Melange

771*

521

180*

671

683

193

873

536

191

376

White

Black

Kvadrat Divina MD

973
Kvadrat Divina 3

181
Table top colours

Oak

The Kvadrat Divina fabrics above are adviced colours.
Other colours from the Divina collection are also available.
* Quickly available
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971

170*
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Designer
Basten Leijh
Basten Leijh is known for creating a
timeless, characterful environment in
which his designs seamlessly merge fun
and functional ease. With his many years
of experience as a product and concept
developer, business partner and creative
director within leading companies, and
a number of brands he can call his own,
Basten Leijh is considered an expert in
the field of product design.
The design with which he graduated
from the Design Academy in Eindhoven
(The Netherlands) at the beginning of his
career was immediately purchased
by an international bicycle manufacturer.
Basten Leijh has been focusing on
modular designs since 2010, thereby
building unity in form. This unity in form
runs like a thread through his designs for

Photo Basten: ©Jerome de Lint
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Ahrend and creates a connection between
these different collections.
His talent for merging two separate
worlds has led to the creation of a new
design language. He has developed
a bird’s eye view that allows him to
successfully combine brands from
different industries, which is reflected
in the lighting he has specially designed
for Ahrend in collaboration with Modular
Lighting Instruments.
Basten Leijh has received various awards
for his work, and his designs have been
displayed at a number of international
exhibitions.

2250mm
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Silence CHAT

Silence MEET
1210mm

2260mm

2250mm

Coming soon.....
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The Silence family is complete with the
Silence CALL, CHAT and MEET. Whether
you want to work in silence or don’t want to
bother your colleagues while making a phone
call, scrumming or brainstorming; the Silence
range offers enough possibilities to support

your favorite way of working. For a vital
and diverse work environment that fits the
concept of Activity Based Working.
The Silence CHAT and MEET will be
launched in 2019.

Silence CALL | find your silence

Find your Silence
TRY IT
Want to experience real silence
first? Give the Silence CALL a try.
Ask about the conditions for a trial
placement.
LEASE IT
We understand your need for
flexibility. For a fixed fee per month,
we bring silence to your office, take
care of maintenance and collect the
Silence CALL whenever you want.
BUY IT
Did the Silence CALL convince you?
Configure it as you see fit and enjoy
the silence it brings.
USE IT
Does flexibility sound great, but you’d
rather not be tied by a contract? Then
pay for your usage only. Upon your
request, we install, maintain and
collect the Silence CALL.

REQUEST A QUOTE
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AHREND INSPIRATION CENTRE
AMSTERDAM
Laarderhoogtweg 25
1101 EB Amsterdam
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000
SHOWROOM SINT-OEDENRODE
Kofferen 60
5492 BP Sint-Oedenrode
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000
SHOWROOM ROTTERDAM
Vasteland 22
3011 BL Rotterdam
+31(0)88 - 00 60 000

Contact us
Ahrend is an international leader in office furniture, with a passion for creating
inspiring working environments that bring out the best in people and their
organization. Products and interiors are designed to encourage wellbeing and
productivity. Ahrend always finds the solution that best fits the needs, whether it
involves workplaces, reception areas or meeting rooms.
More information on www.acallforsilence.com
or via silence@ahrend.com
www.ahrend.com

©Ahrend All rights reserved
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher. Interested
parties are being requested to contact Ahrend via communications@ahrend.com
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FRANCE
Ahrend Furniture NV/SA
Building « LES MONTALETS »
2 rue de Paris
F-92190 Meudon
+33 (0)6 37 81 29 08
Ahrend Furniture NV/SA
Sky Center La Marseillaise
2 rue Quai D’ARENC
F- 13002 Marseille
+33 (0)6 37 81 51 21
SPAIN & PORTUGAL
+34 639 346 778

INSPIRATION CENTRE BELGIUM
Romboutsstraat 9
1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe
Belgium
+32 (0)2 716 22 00

CZECH REPUBLIC
U Tovaren 770/1b
102 00 Prague 10 - Hostivar
Czech Republic
+420 267 290 111

GERMANY
Zollstockgürtel 61
D-50969 Köln
Germany
+49 (0) 221 168500 08

RUSSIA
Nizhnij Susalnyj per.,
d. 5 str. 19 pom. 2 komn. 11
105064 Moscow
Russia
+7 495 729 99 14

UK
17 Charterhouse Buildings
London EC1M 7AP
United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 - 7566 7466

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Dubai Design District
Building 1B - Office 507 & 508
Dubai
+971 (4) 4589 988
APAC INSPIRATION CENTRE CHINA
Unit 208, No. 358 Xuijiahui Road
Shanghai
China 200025
+86 6387 7718

